### 0XX fields

#### 010
- Library of Congress Control Number/LC control number
- Library of Congress Control Number/NUCMC control number
- Library of Congress Control Number/Cancelled/invalid LC control number

#### 013
**PCI**
- Patent Control Number/Number
- Patent Control Number/Country
- Patent Control Number/Type of number
- Patent Control Number/Date
- Patent Control Number/Status
- Patent Control Number/Party to document

#### 015
- National Bibliography Number/Canceled/Invalid national bibliography number
- National Bibliography Number/National bibliography number
- National Bibliography Number/Source

#### 016
**NBACN**
- National Bibliographic Agency Control Number/Record control number
- National Bibliographic Agency Control Number/Source

**NBACNC**
- National Bibliographic Agency Control Number/Cancelled/invalid control number

#### 017
**CLDN**
- Copyright or Legal Deposit Number/Copyright registration number
- Copyright or Legal Deposit Number/Assigning agency
- Copyright or Legal Deposit Number/Source

#### 018
- Copyright Article-Fee Code/Copyright article-fee code

#### 020
- International Standard Book Number/ISBN
- International Standard Book Number/Terms of availability
0XX fields

International Standard Book Number/Cancelled/invalid ISBN 020z

022

International Standard Serial Number/Level of int'l interest 02201
International Standard Serial Number/ISSN 022a
International Standard Serial Number/Incorrect ISSN 022y
International Standard Serial Number/Cancelled ISSN 022z
International Standard Serial Number/ISSN-L 022l

024

International Standard Recording Code/Cancelled/invalid standard number or code 024z
Universal Product Code/Cancelled/invalid standard number or code 024z
International Standard Music Number/Cancelled/invalid standard number or code 024z
International Article Number/Cancelled/invalid standard number or code 024z
Serial Item and Contribution Identifier/Cancelled/invalid standard number or code 024z
Unspecified Standard Number or Code/Cancelled/invalid standard number or code 024z

EAN

International Article Number/Standard number or code 024a
International Article Number/Terms of availability 024c
International Article Number/Additional codes following the standard number or code 024d
Other standard identifier /Difference indicator 02402

ISMN

International Standard Music Number/Standard number or code 024a
International Standard Music Number/Terms of availability 024c
International Standard Music Number/Additional codes following the standard number 024d
International Standard Music Number/Difference indicator 02402

ISRC

International Standard Recording Code/Standard number or code 024a
International Standard Recording Code/Terms of availability 024c
International Standard Recording Code/Additional codes following the standard number 024d
Other standard identifier /Difference indicator 02402

OSN

Other Standard Identifier/Standard number or code 024a
Other Standard Identifier/Additional codes following the standard number or code 024d
Other Standard Identifier/Source 0242
Other standard identifier /Difference indicator 02402

SICI

Serial Item and Contribution Identifier/Standard number or code 024a
Serial Item and Contribution Identifier/Terms of availability 024c
Serial Item and Contribution Identifier/Additional codes following the standard number 024d
Serial Item and Contribution Identifier/Difference indicator 02402
**0XX fields**

**UPC**
- Universal Product Code/Standard number or code 024a
- Universal Product Code/Terms of availability 024c
- Universal Product Code/Additional codes following the standard number or code 024d
- Universal Product Code/Difference indicator 02402

**USNC**
- Unspecified Standard Number or Code/Standard number or code 024a
- Unspecified Standard Number or Code/Additional codes following the standard number 024d
- Unspecified Standard Number or Code/Difference indicator 02402

**025**
- Overseas Acquisition Number/Overseas acquisition number 025a

**026**
**FPI**
- Fingerprint Identifier/First and second groups 026a
- Fingerprint Identifier/Third and fourth groups 026b
- Fingerprint Identifier/Date 026c
- Fingerprint Identifier/Number of volume or part 026d
- Fingerprint Identifier/Source 0262

**UFPI**
- Fingerprint Identifier/Unparsed fingerprint 026e
- Fingerprint Identifier/Source 0262

**027**
- Standard Technical Report Number/Standard technical report number 027a
- Standard Technical Report Number/Cancelled/invalid number 027z

**028**
**OMN**
- Publisher Number/Other music number 028a
- Publisher Number/Source 028b

**OPN**
- Publisher Number/Other publisher number 028a
- Publisher Number/Source 028b

**PNI**
- Publisher Number/Issue number 028a
- Publisher Number/Source 028b

**PNM**
- Publisher Number/Matrix number 028a
- Publisher Number/Source 028b
0XX fields

PPN
- Publisher Number/Plate number 028a
- Publisher Number/Source 028b

VRN
- Publisher Number/Videorecording number 028a
- Publisher Number/Source 028b

030
- CODEN Designation/CODEN 030a
- CODEN Designation/Cancelled/invalid CODEN 030z

032

PRN
- Postal Registration Number/Postal registration number 032a
- Postal Registration Number/Source (agency assigning number) 032b

033

DTPEB
- Date/Time and Place of Event - Broadcast/Type of date in subfield a 03301
- Date/Time and Place of Event - Broadcast/Formatted date/time 033a
- Date/Time and Place of Event - Broadcast/Geographic classification area code 033b
- Date/Time and Place of Event - Broadcast/Geographic classification subarea code 033c

DTPEC
- Date/Time and Place of Event - Capture/Type of date in subfield a 03301
- Date/Time and Place of Event - Capture/Formatted date/time 033a
- Date/Time and Place of Event - Capture/Geographic classification area code 033b
- Date/Time and Place of Event - Capture/Geographic classification subarea code 033c

DTPEF
- Date/Time and Place of Event - Finding/Type of date in subfield a 03301
- Date/Time and Place of Event - Finding/Formatted date/time 033a
- Date/Time and Place of Event - Finding/Geographic classification area code 033b
- Date/Time and Place of Event - Finding/Geographic classification subarea code 033c

DTPEO
- Date/Time and Place of Event - Other/Type of date in subfield a 03301
- Date/Time and Place of Event - Other/Formatted date/time 033a
- Date/Time and Place of Event - Other/Geographic classification area code 033b
- Date/Time and Place of Event - Other/Geographic classification subarea code 033c

034

CCMD
- Coded Cartographic Mathematical Data/Type of scale 03401
- Coded Cartographic Mathematical Data/Type of ring 03402
- Coded Cartographic Mathematical Data/Category of scale 034a
Coded Cartographic Mathematical Data/Horizontal scale 034b
Coded Cartographic Mathematical Data/Vertical scale 034c
Coded Cartographic Mathematical Data/Coordinates-westernmost longitude 034d
Coded Cartographic Mathematical Data/Coordinates-easternmost longitude 034e
Coded Cartographic Mathematical Data/Coordinates-northernmost latitude 034f
Coded Cartographic Mathematical Data/Coordinates-southernmost latitude 034g
Coded Cartographic Mathematical Data/Angular scale 034h
Coded Cartographic Mathematical Data/Declination - northern limit 034j
Coded Cartographic Mathematical Data/Declination - southern limit 034k
Coded Cartographic Mathematical Data/Right ascension - eastern limit 034m
Coded Cartographic Mathematical Data/Right ascension - western limit 034n
Coded Cartographic Mathematical Data/Equinox 034p
Coded Cartographic Mathematical Data/G-ring latitude 034s
Coded Cartographic Mathematical Data/G-ring longitude 034t

System Control Number/System control number 035a
System Control Number/Cancelled/invalid number 035z

OSNCDF

Original Study Number for Computer Data Files/Original study number 036a
Original Study Number for Computer Data Files/Source (agency assigning number) 036b

SOA

Source of Acquisition/Stock number 037a
Source of Acquisition/Source of stock number/acquisition 037b
Source of Acquisition/Terms of availability 037c
Source of Acquisition/Form of issue 037f
Source of Acquisition/Additional format characteristics 037g
Source of Acquisition/Note 037n

Record Content Licensor/Record content licensor 038a

Cataloguing Source/Original cataloging agency 040a
Cataloguing Source/Language of cataloging 040b
Cataloguing Source/Transcribing agency 040c
Cataloguing Source/Modifying agency 040d
Cataloguing Source/Description conventions 040e
### 0XX fields

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>041</td>
<td>Language Code/Item is a translation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>042</td>
<td>Authentication Code/Authentication code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>043</td>
<td>Geographic Area Code/MARC Geographic area code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>044</td>
<td>Country of Publishing/Producing Entity Code/MARC country code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Language Code/Item is a translation

- **LCACC**: Language Code/Language code of accompanying material other than librettos
- **LCLIB**: Language Code/Language code of librettos
- **LCOR**: Language Code/Language code of original and/or intermediate translations of text
- **LCSUM**: Language Code/Language code of summary or abstract
- **LCSUNG**: Language Code/Language code of sung or spoken text
- **LCTEXT**: Language Code/Language code of text/sound track or separate title
- **LCTOC**: Language Code/Language code of table of contents

#### Authentication Code/Authentication code

- **042a**

#### Geographic Area Code/MARC Geographic area code

- **043a**

#### Country of Publishing/Producing Entity Code/MARC country code

- **044a**
0XX fields

LPUB
Country of Publishing/Producing Entity Code/Local subentity code 044b
Country of Publishing/Producing Entity Code/Local subentity code - Source 0442

045

Time Period of Content/Time period code 045a
TPC1
Time Period of Content>Type of time period in period b or c 04501
Time Period of Content>Formatted 9999 B.C. through C.E. time period 045b
TPC2
Time Period of Content>Formatted pre-9999 B.C. time period 045c
Time Period of Content>Type of time period in period b or c 04501

046

SPECDATE
Special Coded Dates>Type of date code 046a
Special Coded Dates>Date 1 (B.C. date) 046b
Special Coded Dates>Date 1 (C.E. date) 046c
Special Coded Dates>Date 2 (B.C. date) 046d
Special Coded Dates>Date 2 (C.E. date) 046e
Special Coded Dates>Date resource modified 046f
Special Coded Dates>Beginning or single date created 046g
Special Coded Dates>Ending date created 046h
Special Coded Dates>Beginning of date valid 046i
Special Coded Dates>End of date valid 046j

047

FMCC
Form of Musical Composition Code>Source of code 0472
Form of Musical Composition Code>Form of musical composition code 047a

048

Number of Musical Instruments or Voices Code>Performer or ensemble 048a
Number of Musical Instruments or Voices Code>Soloist 048b

050

LCCALL1
Library of Congress Call Number>Classification number, source LC 050a
Library of Congress Call Number>Item number, source LC 050b

LCCALL2
Library of Congress Call Number>Classification number, source not LC 050a
Library of Congress Call Number>Item number, source not LC 050b
0XX fields

066

Character Sets Present/Primary G0 character set 066a
Character Sets Present/Primary G1 character set 066b
Character Sets Present/Alternate G0 or G1 character set 066c

070

National Agricultural Library Call Number/Existence in NAL collection 07001
NALCN

National Agricultural Library Call Number/Classification number 070a
National Agricultural Library Call Number/Item number 070b

071

National Agricultural Library Copy Statement/Copy information 071c
NALCOPY

National Agricultural Library Copy Statement/Classification number 071a
National Agricultural Library Copy Statement/Item number 071b

072

NALCODE

Subject Category Code/Subject category code 072a
Subject Category Code/Subject category code subdivision 072x
SUBCAT

Subject Category Code/Code source 07202
Subject Category Code/Subject category code 072a
Subject Category Code/Subject category code subdivision 072x

074

GPO Item Number/GPO item number 074a
GPO Item Number/Cancelled/invalid GPO item number 074z

080

UDC

Universal Decimal Classification Number/Universal Decimal Class. number 080a
Universal Decimal Classification Number/Item number 080b
Universal Decimal Classification Number/Common auxiliary subdivision 080x

082

DDC

Dewey Decimal Classification Number/Type of edition 08201
Dewey Decimal Classification Number/Source of classification number 08202
0XX fields

Dewey Decimal Classification Number/Classification number 082a
Dewey Decimal Classification Number/Item number 082b
Dewey Decimal Classification Number/Edition number 0822

084

CLASS

Other Classification Number/Classification number 084a
Other Classification Number/Item number 084b
Other Classification Number/Source of number 0842

086

Government Document Classification Number/Number source 08601
CANDOC

Government Document Classification Number/Classification number 086a
Government Document Classification Number/Cancelled/invalid classification number 086z
GOVDOC

Government Document Classification Number/Classification number 086a
Government Document Classification Number/Cancelled/invalid classification number 086z
Government Document Classification Number/Source of number 0862
SUDOC

Government Document Classification Number/Classification number 086a
Government Document Classification Number/Cancelled/invalid classification number 086z

088

Report Number/Report number 088a
Report Number/Cancelled/invalid report number 088z